Pulled to Explore Your Spiritual Potential?

The “inner pull” to ministry or spiritual growth arrives in a variety of forms—a series of “coincidences,” an unexpected life change, or simply beginning to question commonly-held beliefs. Whatever form your “inner pull” takes, Unity Worldwide Spiritual Institute will help you succeed on your path of spiritual development or ministry. We offer a high-quality education, delivered to you through a leading-edge learning management system, at an affordable price, using instructors that are experts in their subjects and practiced in the art of ministry. Because much of the program is delivered online, in an interactive format, you get the convenience of engaging your study while continuing your present life commitments in our full- or part-time programs.

The Next Step Is Yours

Our website, www.UWSI.org, has a wealth of information describing your spiritual and ministerial education opportunities, enrollment, Q&As and contact information to get answers to your specific questions.

“This school is ... a link in the great educational movement begun by Jesus Christ, which not only taught the Truth, but demonstrated it also.”
— Charles Fillmore, Dedication of Tracy Street headquarters on January 1, 1915

Have you contributed to Unity Institute and Seminary in the past and are wondering where to send your gifts and tithes? Please ask your administrator or accountant to update their records to send future gifts to: Unity Worldwide Ministries with Unity Worldwide Spiritual Institute (or UWSI) on the memo line. Send to: Unity Worldwide Ministries, PO Box 610, Lee's Summit, MO 64063.

Questions? Email Marti@unity.org or call 816.524.7414.
Built on a Solid Foundation

For over 100 years, Unity has been offering educational opportunities for those seeking spiritual growth as well as those building a career in ministry. From the first SEE class through your entire career in ministry, UWSI has something for you.

Spiritual Education and Enrichment (SEE)
SEE courses are for adult learners of all kinds. SEE classes are available for those seeking individual spiritual growth or a deeper understanding of Unity teachings. The Spiritual Development Program component of SEE is the first step for those seeking credentialing as a licensed Unity teacher or Unity minister.

SEE courses are taught primarily in local ministries and online. Live, interactive online courses allow you to build relationships with students from around the world. Self-paced online courses are also available to accommodate your busy schedules.

See the exciting array of SEE courses available at www.UWSI.org.

Ministry and Religious Studies Graduate Program (M&RS)
The first step in the M&RS program is the Spiritual Development component of SEE. The next step in your ministerial educational journey is the M&RS program.

The M&RS program is designed to build your skills in all aspects of ministry. The online program includes internships where you are mentored by professionals in ministry. This rich learning environment gives you an opportunity to develop relationships that will support you throughout your career. Periodic intensives allow you to hone specific talents in speaking, counseling, prayer and meditation, family systems, and youth and adult education. Courses are designed with current content and instructed by ministers with particular expertise in the presented subjects.

Dig in and complete your M&RS education in three years, or opt for a more “leisurely” pace and finish in as many as seven years.

See how to get started in the M&RS program at www.UWSI.org.

Continuing Education
After completion of the M&RS program, UWSI offers continuing education that will feed you and your ministry. Sometimes credentialed leaders feel isolated or desire to continue their learning—possibly even obtaining a master’s in divinity. With the evolving curriculum at UWSI, you will gain the advantage of current research and interaction with your peers assisting you in confidently leading your ministry.

See Continuing Education opportunities at www.UWSI.org.

Share Your Expertise
Share your passion and expertise with a wider audience by teaching through UWSI. Opportunities exist to be a guest instructor for a day, an SEE instructor or an M&RS instructor. Even if you’ve never taught an online class before, UWSI makes it easy with many avenues of instructor support. Expanding your reach to those who identify as “spiritual but not religious” and “Christians with questions” will enrich your life and enhance your career.

Learn how to participate in this new era of spiritual education at www.UWSI.org.